Can't Stop The Feeling! – Justin Timberlake  
(Key of C, 112 BPM) – 2/14/18

I Keys, High-Hat (C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A)

V1 “(I got this) feeling inside my bones, it goes electric…”
Add snap/clap [((C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A))]-2X

Refrain “(I got that) sunshine in my pocket, got that good soul…”
Band [((C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A))]-2X

Pre-C “(And under the) lights when everything goes, nowhere…”
Band breakdown [((Bb/C) (C))]-2X
B/U vocal: “…just imagine, just imagine, just imagine.”
(Ab/Bb) (Bb) (Fm7)-2X

C “Nothing I can see but you when you dance, dance, dance…”
B/U vocal: “I can't stop the feelin’, “I can't stop the feelin’”
Band [((C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A))] -3X

V2 (same) breakdown “Ooh, it's something magical…”

Refrain (same) band (‘Cause I got that) sunshine in my…”

Pre-C “(And under the) lights when everything goes, nowhere…”
(same) Band breakdown

C2 (same) but 4X

B “Yeah, oh, [I can't stop the]-4X B/U: I can't stop the feelin’-4X”
Bass solo, high-hat, clap (C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A)
Band (C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A) (tacet) B/U: (“I can't stop…”)

Outro “Nothing I can see…” B/U: (“I can't stop the feelin’)…
Band [((C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A))]-2X B/U: “I can't stop the…”

Tag “Got this feelin’ in my body…” B/U: “I can't stop the feelin’”
Band [((C) (C/A) (C/F) (C/A))]-2X
“Got this feelin’ in my body…” -2X “Come on”
Band out - 4 bars a capella